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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

The one who donates to Me and surrenders to Me all their strength to serve My Lord, this one will
be called disciple and blessed because in him or her I will be able to build a firm inner dwelling that
is willing to give itself more each day.

Afterwards I will teach you little by little to love surrender and whenever this surrender matures in
your consciousness I will give to you to drink from sacrifice, I will give to you to drink from My
Chalice, the same that I drank from in honor to God and to all of My Companions in the past.

Thus I will be able to form the new apostles of the new time, those who will provide the example of
My Word of Life by means of love and charity, because they will not be false nor liars; they will
imitate My Christian Path through the devotion to My Sacred Heart.

In them I will deposit the power of My Glory so that they may prepare My silent Path of return to
the world.

Now I need for all of those who profess My Name to forgive themselves for the mistakes of
yesterday and that they no longer judge themselves. The New Kingdom of My Father will descend
through Me as an only one, a unique unity between the souls and God.

For this beware of the wolves that will try to remove the wool from My Sheep, beware of all of
those who will use My Precious name in vain. May no one confront another, but emanate the spirit
of pacification because I will truly confirm if the talents that I have left to My Disciples have
blossomed in the heart of those who work with Me.

The New Celestial Church is descending to renovate those who have ceased to believe in My
Presence due to the petty actions of humans. The church that I founded is the Church of the Heart,
of the Inner Temple, of the Absolute and Divine Truth that God radiates through His Firstborn Son.

Many have lost the reconnection with Me, for this I make use in this time of simple servers, not of
those who received false praise, but of those who were redeemed by My Love.

May each one accomplish their part and be permitted to see how My Consciousness is present in all
of the children of My Father because I Am Brother of all.

Under the Love of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for meditating on My words with the heart!

Christ Jesus. 


